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To all whom ¿t may concern : . 
Be it known that I, HENRY G. SOMMER, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Peoria, in the county of Peoria and State 

ß of lllinois, have invented new and use-ful 
Improvements in Hand Tools, of which the 
following is a specification. 
The invention has reference to a tool 

for applying staples to strand and stay 
to Wires where they intersect for the purpose of 

securing the same together. 
The invention has for a further object 

to provide a hand tool for applying staples 
to the strand and stay 'wire where they in` 

l l5 tersect, such tool being intended for use in 
factories where automatic machines are used 
for making fence fabrics, and is useful for 
applying staples to the intersections of the 
strand and stay wires when any one or more 

20 of the staple applying mechanisms of the 
fabricating machine fails to attach a staple 
for any reason. In addition such a tool 
would be useful after a fence had been 
stretched along the field, and it was found 

25 some of the attached staples had become dis 
lodged or detached. The tool being used for 
applying staples for securing the strand and 
stay wires together. 
The invention has for a further object a 

30 hand tool for applying staples to the inter 
sections of strand and stay wires which is 
provided with a die; a magazine for hold 
ing staples; a reciprocating plunger adapt 
edto engage and move a staple from the 

35 magazine and across the intersection of a 
strand and stay Wire to be clinched there 
about by engagement with the die, and a 
lever means for reciprocating said plunger. 
A further object of the invention is to 

40 construct the hand tool in such a manner 
that it may embrace a strand and a stay 
Wire where they intersect, and to provide 
a die and plunger mechanism, whereby a 
staple may be caused to he clinched about 

45 the intersection of such strand and stay 
wire to secure the same together, and the 
said tool provided with a staple magazine 
detachable from the tool whereby it ‘may be 
supplied from time to time with staples, 

50 such magazine havingr a means for auto~ 
matically positioning the staples to be en 
gaged by the plunger. 
That the invention may be more fully 

understood reference is had to the accom 
panymg drawings forming a part of the 
description and illustrating a preferred em 
bodiment of the invention, in which; 
Figure l is a perspective View of a hand 

tool embodyin my invention, the same be 
ing shown em racing the intersection of a 
strand and a stay wire'and in the act of 
applying a staple thereto; 

Figure 2 is a plan View of the staple ap 
plylng end of the tool, partly in section and 
partly broken away, and showing the parts 
1n thel position they would be at the begin 
ning of the operation of the plunger to 
app_y a staple to the strand and stay Wire. 
¿Figure 3 1s a view somewhat similar to 

Figure 2, except that the parts are in the 
posltion they would be in at the completion 
of the attachment of a staple to a strand 
and a stay Wire. 
Figure e is a vertical cross-section as the 

same would appear if taken on the line 
lil-¿1_ of Figure 3; , 
Figure 5 is a detailed cross-section as the 

same would appear'if taken on the line 
5_5 of Figure 4:;  
Figure G is a detailed cross-section as the 

same wouldA appear if .taken on the line 
6_6 of Figure 4; . 

»Figure 7 is a cross-section as the same 
would appear if taken on the line 7-7 of 
Figure 2; 
Figure 8 is a cross-section as the same 

would appear if taken on the line 8-8 of 
Figure 2, and 

Figure 9 is a detailed view of a strand and 
a stay Wire showing a staple applied to their 
intersection. v 

 Like characters of reference denote cor 
responding parts thruout the figures. 
I desire it understood at the outset that 

this tool is not intended to be used other than 
as a repair tool,l andas such it is preferably 
intended to be used by the operator of an au 
tomatic fence machine to apply staples to 
the intersectionsV of strand and stay Wires 
when a miss occurs in any of the staple 
forming and attaching mechanisms of such 
machines; altho it may be used in the field 
when the staples connectingr the intersec 
tions of the strand and stay wires become 
detached, for applying others thereto to se 
cure such wires. i 
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In the drawings 1 designates a plate pref 
erably an elongated support, on which is car 
riedthe die mechanism; the staple maga 
zine, and the plunger. This plate at its for 
ward end is formed or provided with a die 
seat 2, to receive a die member 3. 'l‘lie act 
ing face of the die member is formed or pro« 
vided w-ith _the transverse grooves 4 and 5, 
adapted to receive the stay and strand wires 
respectively o1’ a fence, and such grooves in 
tersect a suitably formed die seat (3, which 
when engaged by the points ot' a staple will 
direct the ends of the staple about one of the 
two intersecting wires ot' the fence, prefer 
ably the stay wire. _The groove 5 in the 
die member, when said member is seated in 
the plate, intersects and coincides with simi 
lar grooves 7 in the plate l, which also re 
ceives a strand wire. The plate l is formed 
thruout its length with a channel or guide 
way 8, in which may have longitudinal 
movement the staple magazine, and also a 
block in which the plunger is carried, and at 
the end of the plate opposite to that to' which 
the die member is secured, is arranged an 
overhanging shed 9, forming with the chan- Y 
nel or guideway 8, a housing in which'the 
plunger block is held and has longitudinal 
movement. The plate is formed or provided 
with a transverse notch 10, extending part 
way into the plate from one side, and said 
notch is located immediately in front of the 
die member 3, see Figures 2 and 8, whereby 
the tool, and particularly the plate, may be 
caused to straddle a stay wire for the pur 
pose of seating the intersecting stay wire vA, 
and strand wire B, in the grooves 4 and 5 re 
spectively of the die member 3, in the Inan 
ner shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The said 
plate 1, is also provided at a point slightly 
in advance of the seat for the die member 3 
with a guide-post 11, having an overhanging 
shed 12, which co-operates with the chan 
nel or guideway 8, for supporting and guid 
ing the staple magazine to be described. 
The plunger block to which reference has 

been made, is designated 13, same being re 
ciprocally carried in the housing 9, of the 
plate 1, in a manner very c-learly shown in 
the drawings, and having a pivotal connec 
tion with said block is a hand lever14, which 
is pivotally connected with the plate 1, thru 
and by means of the links 15. A member 16, 
similar to the hand lever 14, has connected 
therewith and supports the plate 1 and the 
staple attaching mechanism. When han 
dling the tool the operator _will grip the 
member 16 with his left hand and the lever 
14 with his right hand. In this manner the 
plate 1, and the operating mechanism there 
on is supported and moved to a position so 
as to straddle the intersection of a strand 
and stay wire, and to seat the same in the 
die member 3 in a manner very clearly 
shown in Figure 1 of the drawings, and by a 
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manipulation of the lever 14 in a man-ner to 
be further explained, a staple 'may be 
clinched about the intersection of such strand 
and stay wire. 
The staple magazine to which reference 

has been made, includes' a block 17, which, 
having a rectangular forni, may be seated in 
the channel origuideway 8, of the plate 1 
between the forward end of the housing9, 
and the post ll, and then slid forwardly ull 
til it is beneath and held by the shed 12, 
ol’ said post 11 as seen in the drawings and  
particularly in Figures 3 and 4. The staple 
container lïor the magazine, and which is 
designated 18, is disposed preferably'at an 
inclination to the block 17 ot said magazine, 
somewhat as seen in Figure 4. This is for 
the purpose of feeding the staplesin front 
of thc plunger, so that they will lie at an 
oblique angle, and be fed forward'by the 
plunger to cross the intersection of a strand 
and stay wire, which are at right-angles 
to each other, which will result in the 
ends of the staple being coiled or wrapped 
concentrically around the stay wire above 
and below the strand wire when brought 
into contact with the die seat 6 of the die 
member 3, best seen in Figure 9. The staple _ 
container, as shown ̀ in Figures 4, 5 and 6 
is preferably U shape in cross-section into 
which the previously formed staples C may 
be inserted, and at the lower end of the con 
tainer the staples are protected from dis 
lodgment by the beading 19. Extending 
vthru t-he block of the magazine and com 
municating _with the channel therein, which 
receives the staples, is a transverse opening 
20, which in cross-section is of the same _con 
tour as the cross-section of the plunger 21 
connected to the block 13. The position of 
the block 17 when secured to the plate 1 be 
ing such that the transverse opening 20 in 
the magazine blockv is in axial alignment 
with the plunger 21, so that when the block 
13, with the plunger _21 is moved for 
wardly, said plunger will enter the opening 
20 of the magazine. block and engage with 
the arcuate end of a staple C and push it 
forwardly into Contact with the die member 
3 and force the ends ot' the staple about .the 
intersection of the strand and stay Wire. 
Disposed within the channel of the sta le 
magazine are spacedfrods 22 and 23. 'Iphe 
former passes thru a pressure plate 24, and’ 
terminates at lthe slot 20, extending thru the 
magazine block 17, see the dotted lines in 
Figure 4; whereas the rod 23, at its lower 
end has secured thereto the pressure plate 
24. The upper end of the rod 22 is secured 
in the head 25 of the staple magazine, where 
as the rod 23 passes thru said head and has 
connected thereto a knob 26, forming 'a 
Íinger~hold. Encircling the said rods 22 and 
23 are coiled springs 27, which, at their 
lower ends bear against the pressure plate 
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2t, and at! their upper ends bear a ainst the 
head 25 ofthe staple magazine. ‘o 'insert 
staples into the magazine, the operator, grip 
ping the knob 26 of the rod 23 will pull 1t 
outwardly, and in so doing will raise the 
pressure plate 2st which will slide on the rod 
22, such movement compressing the springs 
27. This being done the staples C are in 
serted into the magazine, causing them to 
straddle the rods 22 and 23, and then drop 
into the position in which they are `very 
clearly seen in Figures 4:, 5 and ö, the p_res 
sure plate 24 being held in position again-st 
the topmost staple by the springs 27, and 
as the successive staples are ejected from 
the magazine thru theV action of the plunger 
21, the springs 27 acting upon the pressure 
plate 2a move the successive staples into 
position to be engaged and fed b the plun 
ger 21. A covering plate 28 is s ipped over 
the magazine to prevent accidental dislodg 
ment of the staples in that portion, of the 
channel of the magazinev above the bead 
ing 19. ' 

I have stated that the magazine block 17 is 
seated in the channel or guideway 8, of the 
plate 1f, so as to be moved forwardly'be 
heath the overhanging shed 12 of the post 
l1, which is the normal position of the sta 
ple. magazine, prior to the feeding of a sta 
ple. rl‘he underside of the bloc-k 17 is formed 
or provided with a notch 29, extending 
therethru for a portion of the width of the 
block. When the block has been inserted into 
the channel or guideway 8 ot' the plate l, and 
as it is moved forwardly under the over 
hanging shed 12 of the post 11, said block 
passes over a locking-pin 3() with a beveled ¿I 
end, which said pin passes down thru the 
bottom wall of the plate 1, and is yieldingly 
held extending upwardly into said channel 
or guideway 8 by means of a coil spring 31, 
arranged within a housing 32 thru which the 
locking-pin is carried, see Figure 4. Said 
locking-pin is formed or provided with a 
knob 33. useful as a linger-hold for drawing 
down the locking-pin when it is desired to 
remove the staple magazine from the plate 
1. The length of _the slot 29 in the lower 
face of the magazine block 17 will determine 
how far back the magazine may be moved 
from the die member 3, and it will be under 
stood that such slot may be only sutliciently 
long to permit the magazine to be moved far 
enough away from the die member 3, so as 
to allow the strand and stay wires to be in 
serted into the slot 10 of the plate l to be 
seated in the die member 3. When in this 
position, and as the plunger 21 is moved 
forwardly. said plunger contacting with the 
arcuate end of a staple -C will move the 
magazine so that the block 17 will come into 
contact with the strand and stay wire and 
serve as a clamp against the strand and stay 
wire to hold it in the grooves of the die 

member 3 during the time that the plunger 
is continuing its forward movement and 
ejecting a staple from the magazine and 
forcing it about a strand and a stay Wire to 
unite the same together in the manner shown 
in Figure 9. ' ' 
The plunger 21 is formed or provided with 

a concave end 34, providing a seat to receive 
the arcuate end of a staple C, and said 
plunger is also provided with a longitudinal 
groove 35, in what may be termed its upper 
face, which receives the lower end of the rod 
22 in the staple magazine. This arrange 
ment serving to hold the plunger to its work 
and guiding it duringr its longitudinal 'move 
ment when seating and clinching a staple 
about the intersection of a strand and a 
stay wire. 

llt 'is believed that the foregoing descrip 
tion, together with the drawings, is _suiiicient 
without a further description of operation 
to convey to those skilled in the art, the uses 
to which the invention may be put, and the 
manner of its operation for the purpose of 
attaching staples by hand to the intersec 
tions of strands and stay Wires when a miss 
occurs in an automatic machine, or when the 
fence is stretched on the field and the sta 
ples become dislodged. 

Reterenfe may be had to United States 
Letters Patent 1,078,702 issued to J. W. 
Sommer, deceased, B. L. Sommer, executor 
November 18, 1913, in which is shown a wire 
fence machine for automatically making 
farm and poultry fences, where the stays 
and strands are joined by staples such as 
would be used in connection with the fore 
oing described hand tool. 
lÑhat l claim is : 
1. 1n a tool of the character described, in 

combination, a die, a staple magazine mov 
able toward and from the die and adapted 
to co-act with the latter to clamp strand 
and stay wire therebetween, plunger means 
to evict the staples from said magazine, and 
force them about the intersections 'of such 
strand and stay wires, and manually oper 
able means for actuating said plunger 
means. 

2. lin a tool of the character described. in 
combination, a supporting plate, a die there 
on, a staple magazine supported on the plate ̂ 
and adapted to be moved toward the die for 
clamping strand and stay wires therebe 
tween, a> plunger means for evicting the 
staples from said magazine and force them 
about the intersections ot the strand and 
stay wires. a hand-hold tor supporting said 
plate, and a manually operable lever for 
actuating said plunger means. 

3. ln a tool of the character described` in 
combination. a supporting plate. a die there 
on, a staple magazine reciprocally supported 
on said plate and detachable therefrom, a 
plunger means to evict the staples from said 
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magazine, and gripping means for sup rt 
ing said plate, certain of which is use for 
actuating-"said plunger means, and means 
for removably locking the magazine on said 

i 5 plate. 

4. In a tool of the character described, in 
combination, a supporting plate, a die there 
on, a staple magazine reciprocally sup orted 
on -said plate tofbc moved toward and) from 

10 said die to clamp strand and stay wires 
therebetween, means for removably locking 
said magazine on said plate, a plunger means 

' for evictingsaid staples from said magazine 
and 'to force them about the intersections 

15 of the strand and stay wires, and handgrip 
ping means for supporting said plate, cer 
tain of which is used for actuating said 
plunger means. . l t _ 

5. In a tool of the character described, in 
20 combination, a supporting plate provided 

with a slot to permit the plate to straddle 
the intersection of a strand and stay wire, 
a die on said plate located on one side of 
said slot, a staple magazine supported on 

25 said plate on the opposite side of said slot, 
a plunger means to evict the staples from 
said magazine, and hand gripping means 
for supporting said plate, certain of which 
is used for actuating said plunger means. 

6. In a tool of the character described, in 
'combinatiom' a supporting plate provided 
with a slot to permit the plate 'to straddle the 
intersection of a strand and stay wire, a die 
supported on said plate on one side of said 

30 

»35 slot, a staple magazine reciprocally sup 
ported on said plate on the opposite side of 
said slot and adapted to be moved to a po 
sition to clamp the intersection of a strand 
and a stay wire between it and said die, 

40 means for removably locking the magazine 
on said plate, a plunger means to evict the 

' staples from said magazine and to force 
the same about the intersection of the strand 
and stay wires, and hand gripping means 

45 for supporting said plate, certain of which 
is used for actuating said plunger means. 

, 7. In a tool of the character described, in 
combination, a supporting plate provided 
with a slot to permit the plate to straddle 

50 the intersection of strand and stay wires dis 
posed at right-angles to each other, a die 
supported on said plate on one side of said 
slot, a staplev magazine supported on said 
plate and with its container inclined at an 
oblique angle to said plate, whereby the 
staples when evicted therefrom will be 
forced obliquely across the intersection of 
the strand and the stay wire, 4a plunger 
means to evict said staples from said maga 

60 zine, and manually operable means for actu 
ating said plunger means. ~ 

8. In a tool of the character described, in 
combination, a supporting plate provided 
with a slot to permit the plate to straddle 
the intersection of -a strand and a stay wire 
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and also provided with a lon it'udinally 
disposed guideway, an immovabe die sup 
»ported on said plate on one side of said slot, 
a staple magazine adapted to be removably 
supported in said guideway and slidable 
therein to be moved toward the die to clamp 
the intersection o_f the strand and stay Wire 
therebetween, a vplunger block reciprocally 
carried in said guideway', a plunger connect 
ed with said block and adapted to evict the 
staples from said magazine and force the 
same about the intersection of the strand 
and stay wires, a hand-hold for supporting 
said plate, and a manually operable lever 
for actuating Said plunger block. 

9. In a tool of the character described, in 
combination, a supporting plate provided 
with a'transversely disposed slot to permit 
the plate to straddle the intersection of a 
strand and stay wire and wit-h a longitudi 
nally disposed guideway, a die member im 
movably supported on one side of said slot, 
a staple magazineremovably supported in 
said guideway and slidable therein to be 
moved toward the die to clamp the intersec 
tion ’of a strand and a stay wire therebe 
tween, the containing portion of the said 
magazine being inclined obliquely to the 
supporting plate and adapted to deliver the 
staples in a position to lie obliquely to the 
strand and stay wire, a pressure means in 
said magazine for successively positioning 
the said staples, a plunger block reciprocally 
carried in said guideway, a plunger connect 
ed to said block and adapted to evict said 
staples from the magazine and to force the 
same about the intersection of the strand 
and the-stay wire, a hand-hold for support 
ing said plate and a manually operable lever 
for actuating said plunger block. 

l0. In a‘tool of the'character described, 
in combination, a supporting plate provided 
with a slot to permit the plate to straddle 
the intersection of a strand and a stay wire, 
means for clamping the intersection of said 
wires, a staple magazine and manually oper 
ableV means to evict the staples from said 
magazine and to force the same about the 

' intersection ofthe strand and the stay wires. 
11. In a tool of the character described, 

in combination, a supported plate provided 
with a slot to permit the plate to‘ straddle 
the intersection of a strand and a stay wire, 
means on said plate >to clamp such wires, 
such clamping means including a movable 
element, a staple magazine associated with 
the movable element of said clam ing means 
and manually operable means or moving 
said clamping element to wire engaging po 
sition and to simultaneously evict a staple 
from the magazine and to force the same 
about the intersection of said wires, 

12.'In a tool of the character described, 
in combination, a supporting plate, a. die 
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thereon, a staple magazine removably sup 
ported on said plate, a reciprocally support 
ed plunger te evict the staples from said 
magazine and force the same about the inter 
sections of strand and stay Wires, id plun 
ger provided with a longitudinal groeve, 
manually operable means for aetuati said 

plungei' and staple pressure and guiding 
means in said magazine, the same including 
an element adapted to enter the groove in '1W 
said plunger and guidethe latter in its 
movement. 

HENRY G. SO i* 


